


is moved to paint by nature, particularly the animal kingdom, and her images of 
livestock, birds of prey and wildlife are building her an enviable reputation in the UK 

and beyond. With a keen interest in the whole history of art, Sarah frequents galleries 
and museums at home and abroad, and is often inspired by the beautiful artworks she 

sees saying “ they spur me on to tackle new subjects, mediums and methods.” 

For as long as she can remember, Sarah has felt the need to draw, paint and create, so 
has never lacked motivation or inspiration. Creativity for her is synonymous with peace 
and relaxation. She is generally drawn to a subject by way of its quirkiness, colour or 
beauty, or by a combination of all three. Although she does all of her painting in her 

studio, Sarah does carry out life studies of animals around the Cotswolds, Shropshire 
and Wales. If she thinks that she can bring an animal to life with her paints, then she is 

determined to do so.

While she has used oils and charcoal over the last few years, watercolour is still 
Sarah’s medium of choice. She enjoys the fact that it can both be controlled and be 
allowed to run, splash and mix. This gives her the option of keeping certain areas of 

the work tightly composed, while she can loosen up both personally and stylistically at 
any time, making the process of painting both unpredictable and rewarding. “I love the 

intensity and luminosity of its colours, and its unpredictability when I use it.” Sarah’s 
presentation gives each work an ethereal quality. Painted on watercolour paper, then 

placed between two sheets of glass before framing, each piece almost seems to float, 
which reinforces the sense of freedom of both the subject and style.



BRIGHT EYES
Original Watercolour

16” x 12”   £995



BEGGING
Original Watercolour
16” x 16”   £1,295



BUSY BUMBLEBEE
“I hope that my art moves the viewer to see the 

subject in a different light, to evoke compassion and 
emotion, to turn the ordinary into the extraordinary, 

through a mixture of both representational and 
abstract mark making.”

Original Watercolour
12” x 18”   £595



Sarah was initially led to experiment in watercolours by her experiences of 
other artists’ work.  She came across two young female artists, Russian 

Lora Zombie and Italian Agnes Cecile a few years ago, and their loose and 
colourful techniques gave her a fresh perspective on the possibilities of 

the medium. She has also long admired the German artistic duo Herakut, 
for their tenderness, style, passion and depth, and the interplay between 

representational and abstract in their stunning street art. Music is her third 
great influence, and is ever present in her studio, from the more up tempo 

rock of Black Keys to the sombre tunes of RadioHead. 

Sarah’s path to artistic success has been a testament to the artistic 
community in this country. Her early works were admired by friends and family 
and commissions began to come in. Her local community in Wolverhampton 
was hugely supportive and offered her her first solo exhibition in Tettenhall 
College. She was approached by a respected gallery and local media and 

BBC radio began to take an interest in this exciting new voice.

Since then, Sarah has exhibited in galleries across the UK, and her work has 
been shown at Jamie Oliver’s Big Feastival in Oxfordshire and at Crufts (March 

2015). She has private collectors in the UK, the USA, Belarus and Australia, 
and her corporate clients include the Otsuka Pharmaceutical Head Office 

in Sweden. She has studied painting under Alyssa Monks, acclaimed artist 
and professor at the New York Academy of Art, and Louis Smith, BP Portrait 

award winner, at his studio in Manchester.



Original Watercolour
8” x 12”   £595

KINGFISHER BLUE



Original Watercolour
16” x 16”   £1,295

PUG THOUGHTS



MOODY MOO
Original Watercolour

20” x 30” £2,500



HIGHLAND HORNS
Original Watercolour

30” x 22” £2,500



Original Watercolour
23” x 16”   £1,795

LOVING LIFE


